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This very sad, but now all too common letter discussing wind turbine impacts is published 

here with the permission of the author.   

After being awakened for the ump-teenth time by these grinding, screeching, humming, 

squealing, house vibrating, jet sounding, phone interrupting, television disturbing, internet 

interfering, shadow flickering, environmental impacting, property value lowering, aesthetic 

degrading, red light blaring obtrusive monsters, known as Industrial wind  turbines, (IWT), 

 thrust upon us without our permission. 

It is finally time to thank the uninformed, seemingly uncaring, self-serving, publicly elected 

officials, for having the audacity to vote in favor of a project that they knew so little about 

which would forever change the lives of so many people that they are supposed to work to 

protect, all because a smooth tongued, representative from a less than ethical company, 

(which person admitted he would not live near turbines), was able to pull the wool over their 

eyes by making promises of untold booty with undoubtedly, falsified studies of sound, 

resident acceptance and environmental impact.  

I would hope that these publicly elected officials are realizing how their actions have affected 

the residents of northeastern Tipton County, IN. Thanks to them our lives have changed 

forever, not for the better but for a lifetime of interruptions, inconveniences not only in the 

daytime but 24 hours a day. This is not an issue that you can spend an hour or two or a day in 

the area and comprehend the negative impact it is having upon our lives. 

You have to be here for extended periods of time because there will be instances that the 

wind doesn’t blow yet the humming and screeching will continue as the IWTs search for 

wind. It was stated that residents would adjust, getting used to these monsters but alas this is 

not happening when you are awakened at two or three AM by something that sounds as if it is 

in your house and upon investigating you find that it is an IWT. It has been suggested that we 

move, however finding anyone to purchase our property for the true value it had before the 

IWTs were present is impossible. 

As I realize this will serve no purpose to alleviate the situation in Tipton County, IN 

I would hope it could inform others of the irritating intrusions of IWTs, these monsters have 

absolutely no place in a community as populated as Tipton County. 

Also hoping it would lead elected officials to better investigative procedures before signing 

on the dotted line. 

Although I have not read nor have I seen it, I understand that one of those responsible 

officials has written some form of apology or regret about their actions. This would show the 

great character and respect of that person to the citizenry, however it does nothing to alleviate 

the intrusions. 

http://www.windaction.org/posts?topic=Impact+on+People&type=Article
http://www.windaction.org/posts?topic=Noise&type=Article
http://www.windaction.org/posts?location=Indiana&type=Article


Respectfully, 

Fred McCorkle 

Windfall, IN  

Reproduced with kind permission: http://www.windaction.org/posts/44874-it-is-finally-

time#.VxsHuviuY2x  
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